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Press Release 
13 January 2022 

 
IX Fintech Group Limited and its subsidiary IX Asia Indexes Company Limited 

Win Two Awards from ETNET Fintech Award 2021  
 

Hong Kong, China – IX Fintech Group Limited (ixFintech Group) is honored to announce that 

the company and its subsidiary IX Asia Indexes Company Limited (IX Asia Indexes) have won 

two awards from ETNET Fintech Award 2021. ixFintech Group won an award for outstanding 

blockchain digital wallet trading solution under the Blockchain Solution category while its 

subsidiary IX Asia Indexes won an award for outstanding crypto index platform under the 

Wealth Investment and Management category. 

 

The ETNET Fintech Awards have been held for five consecutive years with the aim to 

commend the good use of Fintech practices and recognise outstanding Hong Kong-based 

companies. They are awarded in acknowledgement of the companies’ excellent business 

performance, sustainable growth as well as their commitment to maintaining outstanding 

practices in all aspects of Fintech. ixFintech Group and IX Asia Indexes are honoured to have 

received the ETNET Fintech Awards once again and shall continue to uphold outstanding 

practices in the industry while working towards future milestones. 

 

ixFintech Group is also delighted to announce the successful integration of privacy identity 

authentication and post quantum computing security into ixWallet 2.0 to safeguard users' 

identity against cybersecurity risk. The ixWallet 2.0 marks a momentous milestone in the 

development journey to provide enhanced protection for the customers’ valuable digital assets. 

In addition to serving users who want anonymity while satisfying regulators’ requirements on 

KYC and security, ixWallet 2.0 allows users to choose whether they want to conduct full KYC 

for regulated activities through its settings. 

 

“We are delighted that our hard work in the development of digital assets in the past has been 

recognized by the market. Going forward we hope to work more closely with the local 

government and regulators to shape a safe and compliant ecosystem for our finance industry 

and make the development of digital assets sustainable. We believe that there are many 

meaningful applications yet to be explored using the blockchain technology in finance. In 

particular, we aim to re-mobilize resources and capital into projects that are meaningful to the 

world. Thank you ETNET Fintech Award and the judges for their time and effort in this event.” 

said Irene Wong, Founder and CEO of ixFintech Group. 

 

IX Asia Indexes is a wholly owned subsidiary of the ixFintech Group. With an aim to become 

one of the leading index compilers in Asia, its services in the areas of both real and digital 

assets cover index consultancy, index design, index calculation and dissemination, and index 

education. IX Asia Indexes has set itself a mission to bring innovation to indexing as well as 

transparency and standardization to the digital asset and tokenisation world through the  
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establishment of investment-grade and rules-based benchmarks. Our goal is to allow investors 

to access reliable and transparent benchmarks backed by institutional-quality pricing data. 

 

In the coming future, IX Asia Indexes will broaden its index series by including other markets 

in Asia, bringing more innovation and products to the global investors. 

 

For more information about ETNET Fintech Awards: 

https://fintech.etnet.com.hk/2021/index.php#  

 

About IX Fintech  

IX Fintech Group is a Hong Kong based digital assets award winning company, including HK FinTech 

Awards, HK FinTech Impetus Awards, IFTA Awards and TADS Awards. The company’s mission is to 

bridge the traditional finance and new digital finance in a secured and compliant way. In the past 3 years, 

the Group won awards in different areas including cross boarder payment solution, blockchain technology, 

wealth management and trading platform etc. 

IX Fintech Group created a DEFI machine, DAEM (Digital Asset Exchange Machine) and ixWallet both 

installed with post quantum computing security, and the Bitcoin Lei see, all world’s first in the market. The 

whole system is truly decentralized, to provide users an “instant trading- instant settled” into clients’ unique 

wallet new and better experience, eliminating all middle parties default risk.  

ixWallet 2.0 newly released is a truly distributed ledger wallet that enables users to manage not only cryptos 

but other kinds of digital assets. Transactions are transparent and can be checked from public proven 

websites. ixWallet2.0 is protected from phishing. It is equipped with the next generation OTP solution. 

For more information, please visit www.daemtech.com or the DAEM showcasing at Cyberport. 

Website: https://ixfintech.com/ 

  

About ixCrypto Index Series 

IX Asia Indexes Company Limited (“IX Asia Indexes”) aims to become one of the leading index compilers 

in Asia, its services in the areas of both real and digital assets cover index consultancy, index design, index 

calculation and dissemination, and index education. It is missioned to bring transparency and 

standardization to the digital asset and tokenisation world through building an investment-grade and rules-

based benchmarks. 

IX Asia Indexes launched the award winning ixCrypto Index (IXCI) in 2018, followed by two new Indexes 

ixBitcoin (IXBI) and ixEthereum (IXEI) Index to complete the ixCrypto Index Series in early 2021. They are 

currently available in 85 countries via Nasdaq and IX Asia Indexes Company data feed to Bloomberg, 

Reuters, banks institutions and information vendors. Real time index is disseminated every 15 second 

interval from Hong Kong Time 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.. An index advisory committee with representation from 

different industries to ensure the professionality and impartiality of the index methodologies and operations. 

For more information on data dissemination and product licensing, please visit www.ix-index.com or  

contact licensing@ix-index.com 

Website: https://ix-index.com 
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